CROSSWORD
No 17,213 Set by ARTEXLEN

ACROSS
1 Furious fellow in charge keeps shouting (7)
5 Clean timber ahead all round yard (6)
8 Heard character hesitate being introduced (6,3)
9 After casing's switched, fruit suddenly decline (5)
11 Turn over page in novel Dune (5)
12 New keg crafted with old skill (9)
13 To dine inside, register request (8)
15 Advanced study involving period in revolution (6)
17 Oddly easy covering leak (6)
19 Invalid hearing film recalled home (8)
22 Birds ruined a sill – swallows with rook (9)
23 Cleaning line sells, succeeded for good (5)
24 Cook rolls with temperature moved to extreme (5)
25 Greek letter informed about new pottery (9)
26 Size of snack product being reduced is disaster (6)
27 Habit of bloke circling a room (7)

DOWN
1 Loudly welcoming a French clerk as visionary (7-6)
2 Mate in awful housing left complaint (7)
3 Tips from tutor on design course (5)
4 Folk hero's missile piercing heart of victim (8)
5 Drink choice, having downed first (6)
6 Tough being right in exam that's repeated (9)
7 Collapse considered concerning on reflection (7)
10 Young European getting to study in Cologne? (13)
14 What holds aloft with speed over southern river (9)
16 Type of grape regularly trained on hanging support (8)
18 Mythical cross framed in magnificent aura (7)
20 Ruffling characters in east, oil gets cut off (7)
21 Men from church tucked into pastries (6)
23 Reportedly light gift (5)

JOTTER PAD

Solution 17,212
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